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LAS VEGAS—Even with a host of challenges facing 

the optical business, many attendees and exhibitors at 

Vision Expo West expressed a sense of enthusiasm and 

a positive outlook for the industry heading into the last 

few months of the year. These feelings of confidence 

and hopefulness, certainly a strong factor in driving a 

surge of activity in the exhibit hall on day two, also 

infused a number of conversations that Vision Expo 

Dailies’ staff had with exhibitors and ECPs making 

their way around the show floor this week.

“Expo has been exciting—there’s a lot of nice prod-

uct, neat frames and things I have never seen before,” 

Wendi Clark, an optician at Spectrum Eyecare in 

Findlay, Ohio, told Vision Expo Dailies. “I came here 

to see the different kinds of frames and there’s a lot I 

would like to buy—for myself and for our practice. My 

co-worker and I have shopped quite a bit.”

“The show is great, as always,” noted Eric Rollins of 

Rollins Consulting in Norton Shores, Mich. “I like to 

see what other people are doing that is different. There 

is some new technology coming that is very exciting.”

Indeed, there seemed to be an inquisitive mood 

across the crowded show floor most of the day Fri-

day, as ECPs and others scampered among the 

booths trying to catch the latest in eyewear trends, 

gain a better understanding of some of the new 

technologies that are changing the optical business, 

LAS VEGAS—As the show heads into its third and 

fi nal day, strong foot traffi c and buying activity remind 

exhibitors and attendees alike why Vision Expo is the 

premier destination for shopping and networking in 

the eyecare industry. “We’ve been hearing from exhibitors and attendees 

that this year’s show has generated a huge amount 

of buzz, both on the show fl oor amongst buyers and 

also with consumers who have engaged with the 

show via social media,” said Tom Loughran, Reed 

Exhibitions industry vice president. “Between our new 

consumer-infl uencer campaign as well as our exhibitor 

outreach programs, we’re excited to build on these 

successes and take them into future Vision Expos.”

The Vision Expo Consumer-Infl uencer program, 

which is new this year, aims to extend the exposure of 

exhibitors and products showcased on the show fl oor 

by engaging with fashion, beauty, lifestyle and mommy 

bloggers to generate excitement with consumers. 

Exhibitors Report Strong Engagement as Expo Heads Into Final Day
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Strong Turnout Coupled With Upbeat Atmosphere Prove Winning Combo for Expo

LAS VEGAS—Rapid changes in 

technology and shiftin
g consumer 

expectations are two key elements 

driving a reassessment of the retail 

customer experience, a group of 

speakers at VM LIVE’s “Customer X 

360” session explained. The program, 

presented by Vision Monday and held 

here at the start of Vision Expo West, 

offered a standing-room only crowd of 

optical retailers and suppliers the per-

spectives of Michael Kling, OD, of 

San Diego-based Invision Optometry, 

Peter Bridgman of LensCrafters N
A 
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Customer X 360: Changes in Tech, Shifts i
n Consumer Expectations
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Corporate Optometry Update
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LAS VEGAS—Demo-

graphic changes from 

both inside and outside 

will continue to affect the 

practice of optometry, 

and watching and prepar-

ing for these changes in 

both the customer base 

and the work force will 

require close attention.

This was a primary topic, along with the impact of 

product innovation in eyecare, that speakers and attend-

ees discussed and debated at th
e Alcon-sponsored Cor-

porate Optometry Reports M
eeting held here.

Presenters Q
uy Nguyen, OD, 

the SUNY College
 of Optom-

etry (l) a
nd Alcon’s Carl 

Spear, OD, MBA, FAAO. 
(L to R) VM LIVE speakers S

tephen Crossla
nd, Fuel3D; Michael Kling, OD, of 

San Diego-b
ased Invision Optometry; a

nd Peter B
ridgman, LensCrafters, 

NA.
LAS VEGAS—International Vision Expo West has 

kicked off with projected attendance numbers over 

that of 2015 as well as sold-out education sessions 

throughout the opening day of the Conference 

program.  “Many people may not know that Vision Expo 

West starts well before the exhibit hall opens, with 

an extraordinary scope of education sessions and 

industry meetings beginning as early as Monday,” 

said Ashley Mills, The Vision Council’s vice president 

of trade shows“ECPs have reported that they’re fi nding a huge 

amount of value in the Vision Expo West education 

sessions, with innovations and advances that they 

can directly implement in their patient care,” said Tom 

Loughran, Reed Exhibitions industry vice president. 

“Our opening day of education included 12 hours of 

business solutions, 27 hours of clinical application, 

eight hours of contact lens sessions and eight hours 

dedicated to optical technology—with many of the 

sessions entirely sold out.” 

A fter three years, 
encompassing thou-

sands of hours of filming 

around the world, includ-

ing hundreds of interviews 

weaving together the sto-

ries of people connected to 

“vision,” it’s a wrap for the 

one-of-a-kind project 

known as “Sight: The 

Story of Vision.”Filmed on six conti-

nents by Kris Koenig, the 

producer and filmmaker

Vision Expo Kicks Off  With Healthy Attendance, Successful Opening Day CE
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It’s A Wrap: Production Ends on ‘Sight’ Documentary

Show Daily Asks…Which 

Courses Are You Interested 

in at Expo

Kris Koenig (l) with the film’s narrator, Sir Elton John. 

Shaaren Haanpaa
Optical BuyerSanford HealthLaporte, Minn.

“I took a global forum on 

contact lenses and I’ll be 

taking frame buying 

classes which help you gain a certificate for buying. 

I’ve taken the global forum for the past eight years 

I’ve been coming to Vision Expo; it’s always very 
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ALL FRAMES SHOT BY: COURTNEY FIELDS AND STEPHANIE GROSS BLACK BOX STUDIO

WHO: Originally a popular sun style during the 

1970s, this look has been trending on 2017’s street style 

scene, the Instagram feeds and blogs of many of today’s influ-

encers.

WHAT: Color tinted lenses are back on the fashion scene. Along with the 

more iconic yellow/orange hued lenses, sun frames are taking this up a notch 

featuring rose, purple, green and blue colored lenses. Used in both acetate and 

metal frames, this is definitely the look of Summer 2017.

WEAR: (FROM TOP): Safilo’s DiorSoRealPop sunglasses combine a refined 

metal frame featuring Havana acetate temples with purple-tinted lenses—cre-

ating an eye catching contrast. This lightweight, colorful frame is a versa-

tile, fun look. Retrosuperfuture’s Drew Mama frame from the Hot Series 

gives off major “green with envy” vibes. This green acetate frame 

is matched with bright green colored lenses that make it a 

statement piece for any wardrobe. Andy Wolf’s Agatha 

in black is a classic, stylish frame that 

JAMIE WILSON / ASSOCIATE EDITOR

is elevated through the use of rose colored lenses. The Mcgree 

Group’s Trina Turk Ishia model in Bradbury Mosaic is a fun 

yet highly wearable take on this trend. The thick acetate 

frame showcases darker blue tints that blend well with the 

mosaic of blue, pink and purple hues which really transform 

in the light. Marcolin’s Tom Ford Connor-02 style is the most 

iconic take on this trend paying homage to the original style 

of the 1970s with a refined take. This exaggerated aviator 

shape features a white horn acetate brow bar with light 

orange tinted lenses.

WHY: Color tinted lenses are the ideal look for those who 

want to explore a different take with their sunwear that 

doesn’t revolve around acetate or metal. Looking to the 

lens as a statement maker showcases an interesting yet 

nostalgic take on sunglasses. We all know that trends 

come and go, and it’s obvious that these modern color 

tinted lenses are heating things up this summer.
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